
Preparing for A Level Music 
 

 
 

The most important thing you can be doing to help yourselves prepare for A Level over 
the coming weeks is PRACTICE! You should be aiming for a minimum of half an hour 
per day on the instrument you intend to use for the performance element of the course. 
 
If you have an iPhone, this app is a fantastic way of improving your listening skills: 

- Earpeggio – try using it for 15 minutes a day and you will really start to see a 
difference. 

 

 
 
If it’s been a while since you did your grade V theory, or you think you would benefit 
from a bit of a theory recap, try this excellent website which has lots of free lessons 
and resources. It has also got a lot of good ear training exercises under the ‘exercises’ 
tab. You should aim to ensure that you are working at grade V standard before starting 
the A Level course. 
 

https://www.musictheory.net/lessons 
 
 
Other useful websites which can help you practice these theory and listening skills, 
particularly if you cannot download the Earpeggio app are: 
 

- http://www.teoria.com/en/exercises/md.php 
- https://tonedear.com/ear-training/melodic-dictation-practice 
- http://www.teoria.com/en/exercises/rd4.php 
- https://tonesavvy.com/music-practice-exercise/14/rhythm-dictation-game-

eighth-notes/  
- https://www.teoria.com/en/exercises/ 
- https://www.good-ear.com  

 
COMPULSORY READING: 
 
In advance of our first A Level lesson, please ensure you have read the two texts 
included at the end of this document: Nicholas Cook ‘Music A Very Short Introduction’ 
and Andrew Lesser ‘Music in the Classical Period’, taking notes on the latter. 

https://www.musictheory.net/lessons
http://www.teoria.com/en/exercises/md.php
https://tonedear.com/ear-training/melodic-dictation-practice
http://www.teoria.com/en/exercises/rd4.php
https://tonesavvy.com/music-practice-exercise/14/rhythm-dictation-game-eighth-notes/
https://tonesavvy.com/music-practice-exercise/14/rhythm-dictation-game-eighth-notes/
https://www.teoria.com/en/exercises/
https://www.good-ear.com/


 
To improve your general music knowledge, these resources could provide you with 
some interesting reading/listening/watching: 
 
Podcasts: 

- https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p02hhl1t 
- https://www.classicfm.com/music-news/case-notes-true-crime-podcast/  
- https://switchedonpop.com/episodes 
- https://www.thatclassicalpodcast.com 
- https://stickynotespodcast.libsyn.com 
 

  
TV Programmes: 

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOuHKlpkOmE (all 5 videos in this series) 
- https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/p013lcw6/music-masters 
- https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p013s7xf/music-masters-stockhausen 
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7C1xYgj1zQ 

 
Blogs and other reading: 

- https://www.therestisnoise.com  
- http://www.classical-music.com 
- https://slippedisc.com 
- https://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/27/arts/music/27tomm.html 

 
 
If you would like some additional exercises to improve your composition skills, please 
see the tasks I have included below. 

 
 
Composition work: 

 
At A Level, you will be required to compose two pieces. One, will be a piece of your 
choice, and the other will be set by the examination board. 
 
In order to compose a successful piece, you will need to have a good understanding 
of how to write a melody and harmonise it with chords. 
 
Composing a melody: 
 
When creating a melody, it is important to think about its structure. In music, the 
smallest unit is a note. We combine small numbers of notes together to make a motif. 
Motifs can be combine in a couple of sections, which together make up a phrase. A 
few phrases can make up a section and then a group of sections comprise a complete 
piece or a movement from a larger work, such as a sonata. 
 
A typical 8-bar melody is divided into two phrases, each of four bars. The first is the 
antecedent, and the answering phrase is the consequent. Each phrase might be 
further subdivided into two two-bar sections. 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p02hhl1t
https://www.classicfm.com/music-news/case-notes-true-crime-podcast/
https://switchedonpop.com/episodes
https://www.thatclassicalpodcast.com/
https://stickynotespodcast.libsyn.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOuHKlpkOmE
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/p013lcw6/music-masters
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p013s7xf/music-masters-stockhausen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7C1xYgj1zQ
https://www.therestisnoise.com/
http://www.classical-music.com/
https://slippedisc.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/27/arts/music/27tomm.html


 
 
Each section normally contains connected motifs or melodic sequences. The similarity 
of these motifs (‘musical words’), and the harmony underlying them, is what gives the 
melody coherence. Each phrase does not have to start on the first beat of a bar, but 
each will contain the same number of strong beats. 
 
Here are some examples of 8-bar melodies made up of two 4-bar phrases. Notice how 
the melody is developed from the material in the first two bars by means of simple 
changes (you should play these melodies through to hear how this sounds). The 
phrases are similar but not the same. 
 

 
 

- 1st section in both phrases begins with a dotted quaver trill followed by two 
sextuplet groups 

- The 1st section of the 2nd phrase begins an octave lower but is otherwise 
identical 

- The 2nd section in each phrase contains some rhythmic material which is the 
same and some different 

- In b.3, the harmony on the 1st beat of the bar is IV-I. In b.7, the chord is ii. 
- Both phrases end with perfect cadences 

 

 
- The 1st section of both phrases is identical, except the dynamics 
- The 2nd section of the 1st phrase contains a quaver sequence, whereas in the 

2nd phrase it re-uses the quaver-quaver-crotchet rhythm from the first section 
- The 1st phrase ends with an imperfect cadence (I-V), the second with a 

modulation to the dominant (D) in a perfect cadence. 
 



 
- The 1st section of each phrase has the same rhythm, but the final minim is a 

different pitch, meaning the harmony is also different (F# versus A, relative 
major) 

- B.7 re-uses the rhythm of b.4, with a different melodic shape 
- The final 3 notes are decorative linking notes which belong to the next phrase 
- The modulation to the relative major key is helped by the A natural in b.6. The 

harmonic B minor scale uses A#, but A natural is in D major. 
Task 1: 

 
1. Draw slur marks over the antecedent and consequent phrases, and label them. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

2. How is bar 3 similar to bar 2? 
 
 

3. What is the melodic material in b.5 based on? 
 
 

4. What key is the melody in? 
 
 

5. What cadence does it end with? 
 
 

6. Using only chords I, IV and V, choose one suitable chord for each bar. Write 
the Roman numerals underneath the stave. 

 
 

7. Draw slur marks over the antecedent and consequent phrases, and their sub-
sections, and label them. 

 



 
 
 

8. Describe the similarities between bars 1 and 2. 
 
 

9. Describe the similarities between bars 3 and 5. 
 
 

10.  What key is the melody in? 
 
 

11. The melody in bars 5, 6 and 7 is based on triads. Name the chords which fit 
each group of notes marked A-D, using Roman numerals. 

 

 
 
 

12. What kind of cadence does it finish on? 
 
 
 
 
 
A motif is a short, memorable unit of music. Motifs as short as one or two beats can 
be glued together to make a phrase. Motifs are re-used throughout a piece to give 
continuity. 
 
Arguably the most famous motif in Classical music is the 4-
note sequence from Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. This motif 
is repeated many times throughout the first movement. 
Sometimes the pitch is altered, sometimes the note values are shortened, but it keeps 
its character. The character of a motif is usually defined by its rhythm. 
 
The motif in this example from Waltz in Ab by Brahms, Op.39 no.15 is a dotted crotchet 
followed by three quavers with a melodic pattern which falls, repeats, then rises. All 
the notes are harmony notes. The motif occurs five times in the first 8 bars. Listen to 
the whole piece to see how it is used throughout. 



 
 
A melodic sequence is a series of notes which is repeated but with a different starting 
note. The basic intervals are kept the same. Sometimes intervals will be altered slightly 
from major to minor or vice versa to maintain the key. Chromatic sequences are a lot 
less common, but are also possible. 

 
 
Task 2: 
 

1. Circle each further instance of the motif which is circled at the beginning of the 
score. Comment on any rhythmic modifications of the motif you find. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

2. Circle the notes in each of these given openings which would most likely make 
an interesting rhythmic motif to reuse elsewhere in the composition. 



 

 
3. Make two diatonic sequences of the opening. Start on the 2nd degree of the 

scale to complete b.3-4, and start on the 3rd degree of the scale for b.5-6. The 
key is Eb major. 
 

 
 
 
 
It is vital that you consider the harmonic implications of any melody you write. You 
need to think about the chords that are suggested and, of particular importance, the 
cadences that are implied, particularly when writing in a Classical style, with 
antecedent-consequent phrases. 
 
Remember that ‘notes which fit’ can include passing notes and other non-chord notes 
– you don’t have to stick to the notes from the triad, but the triad-notes should be 
prominent. For example, if the implied chord is C, you could write 
the following, because the D and F would be passing notes. 
 
But if you wrote this: 



 
the implied chord would probably be D minor, although most of the actual notes are 
the same as in the first example. Notes which fall on strong beats have prominence, 
as do notes which are approached by a leap or which are repeated. 
 

 
 

- These 12 bars lead up to the end of the 1st section 
- The piece is in Bb major, and the 1st 6 bars of this extract are in Bb, but the 

introduction of the E natural in b.7 signifies that the music is modulating to F 
major – the dominant. 

- At the end of b.5, the note A is part of chord V in Bb major (F major), and the 
Bb in b.6 is part of chord I 

- In b.11, the G is a very prominent note because it falls on the strong beat and 
it is sounded three times. It is the dominant note of the dominant chord in F (C), 
and the section ends on a tonic F chord in the new key. Don’t be distracted by 
the F#s, which are not relevant to the harmony in this case but provide melodic 
colour – the clue to their irrelevance is that they are not on the beat.  

- Both cadences are perfect. 
 
 
Task 3: 
 

1. Name the following cadences: 
 

a) V – vi 
 

b) I – V 
 

c) Vb – i 
 

d) vi – V 
 

e) iv – i 
 

f) V – I 
 

g) ii – V 
 
 



2. Which chord is implied in each of 
these bars of melody? State the key, 
the chord in Roman numerals and the 
letter name of the chord. Name only 
one chord per stave. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
3. Each of the following melodies has a two-chord cadence, indicated by the 

brackets. State the chords implied in the bars as Roman numerals and give the 
name of the cadence. 
 

 
 
  



 
4. The following are all 

beginnings of pieces. State 
the most likely key for each 
piece and explain your 
choice. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Although it is very common for 
musical phrases to be exactly 
balanced, it is certainly not always 
the case. 
 
A sophisticated technique, which 
involves padding out the 2nd phrase, 
is called interpolation. Instead of 
having two 2-bar sections in each 
phrase, the 2nd phrase could contain 
three 2-bar sections, for example, 
resulting in a consequent which is 6 
bars long: 
 

 
There are no hard and fast rules about interpolation sections. It is an effective 
technique because it is something which heightens our expectations and therefore 
increases the dramatic impact of the music. Our brain ‘expects’ each phrase to be 
balanced, so when the final phrase is extended in this way we become more alert to 
the music, waiting for the end to materialise. There is a feeling of tension or suspense, 
which is only resolved when the final cadence is reached. 
 

 



 
- The antecedent is 4 bars long, and the consequent is 6. 
- Each phrase comprises 2 minims followed by semiquavers. 
- The listener will not be aware that there is an interpolation until b.8. We are 

expecting semiquavers, because we heard them in b.3. 
- In b.8, we would normally expect the phrase to end. This means we anticipate 

longer note values, and probably a perfect cadence. 
 

 
 
Task 4: 
 
Each of the following extracts has been taken from Mozart’s Piano Sonatas. Each is 
10 bars long. For each: 

- Draw phrase marks to indicate 1 antecedent and 1 consequent phrase 
- If the extract contains an interpolation, mark its beginning and end 
- There may be bars after the consequent which belong to the following section 

– if so, mark them as such. 
 

 
 
 
 



Modulation is usually achieved through the combination of two techniques: 
1. A pivot chord, followed by 
2. A V-I progression in the new key 

 
A pivot chord is one which exists in both the old and the new key. For example, the 
chord of C exists in the key of C (I), G (IV), F (V), and Em (VI). 
 
Let’s say that our piece modulates from C to G. The chords I, iii, V and vi in C, also 
exist in G as IV, vi, I and ii. 
 

 
 
You need to pick a pivot chord, then use it as a stepping stone to reach the new key. 
 
The next step is to confirm the new key. This is done most effectively by writing a V-I 
progression, with the leading note moving to the new tonic. For example, we write an 
F#-G in the melody. Remember we are now in G major, so the V-I progression is D to 
G. F# is outside of the C scale, so it helps us to understand that we are in a new key. 
 
It is always helpful to try to include any notes from the new key which didn’t exist in 
the original one. If we modulate from C to F, the leading note to tonic progression is 
not as striking as it was in the previous example, because E-F exist in both keys. 
However, we could include a Bb in the melody (e.g. Bb – A – G – F). 
 
The dominant 7th chord is also very useful when you modulate, as often it contains a 
note which is alien to the old key. If you modulate from C to F, and you use V7 – I, the 
V7 chord contains Bb, which is not in C. 
 

 
 
Primary chords are often the easiest and most stable chords to use. 



 
 
 
Task 5: 
 
Label the following simple melodies following the give example. 
 

1. State the opening key, above the stave 
2. Identify the notes which belong to the pivot chord and state the key the piece 

modulates to 
3. Below the stave on the marked lines, write the Roman numerals which 

correspond to the chords in those keys. The pivot chord should be labelled with 
the chord in both keys, using a slash (/). 

4. Finally, state whether the modulation was to the dominant, subdominant, 
relative major or relative minor. 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 
Creating your Composition 
 

- Decide on the overall length of your composition 
- Decide on the length of the antecedent-consequent phrases. Decide whether 

you will include an interpolation 
- Plan your modulations 
- Plan your cadences 
- Think about sequences and reusing motifs. Try to use 2-bar sections 
- Make sure your melody fits a suitable cadence (and possible modulation) at the 

end of the antecedent phrase 
- Make minor modifications to the antecedent phrase to make the consequent 

phrase 
- Double check that the instrument can play all the notes you have used 
- Add performance instructions: dynamics, phrasing, articulation, expression 

 
If I wrote the following opening section for flute 
in A major: 

1. I decide to write a 10-bar composition 
with a phrase structure of 4+6 
(interpolation included). 

2. I decide to modulate to the relative minor (F#m) 



3. The 2-bar opening ends on a V chord, so the antecedent should probably end 
on I, in order to prevent repetition 

4. I will make the piece modulate in b.9. D major is a pivot chord, because it is IV 
in A and VI in F#m. The end of the piece will be a perfect cadence (C# - F#m) 

 
5. I now need to compose the complete antecedent phrase. As b.1 is chord I, b.2 

chord V, I’ll aim to use chord IV in b.3 to give variety. I’ll adapt the quaver rhythm 
from b.2, using the notes of D major, moving in small steps, and then using the 
notes of the A major chord moving through the triad. I’ll start this after a quaver 
rest, making sure the flautist has chance to breathe. 

6. Next, I’ll take the motif starting on the first beat of b.1 and write it starting one 
note lower in the scale, meaning my section will end on G#, which also fits 
chord V, making an imperfect cadence 

 
7. The next section is the consequent. I need to develop the material from section 

A first. Again, I’ll give the flautist a quaver rest. I’ll start the section on G#, 
because the previous section started on a repeated note after the rest (E). I use 
the same rhythm from b.1, and notes from the same chord (I). However, in b.1 
the figure starts on a C#, so I’ll start on A for variety. 

 
 

8. Next comes the interpolation. There should be an increase in drama, so I’ll 
make the melody continue to rise. I can do this by putting the opening up one 
octave starting on the E. I’ll use the opening motif again with a sequential idea. 



 
 

9. Finally, I need to write the last section. Our ears will assume that chord IV in A 
is not VI in F#m: we need the notes in the next bar to fit chord V (C#m), so that 
we can incorporate a perfect cadence and also to include the E# which will help 
to fix the new key. I’ll base the melody on b.3, but invert the first half of the bar, 
for a little variety. I then add dynamics and articulation. 

 
 
 
Task 6: 
 
Have a go at completing the following melodies, given the opening section and 
following the rules above. 
 

1. Continue this opening for 
unaccompanied clarinet to make a 
complete section of not less than 8 bars. 

 
 

2. Continue this opening for unaccompanied 
cello to make a complete section of not less 
than 8 bars. 

 
Now compose your own melody from scratch. You should imagine it is the first section 
of a minuet movement, and therefore it should be in ¾. You may choose which 
instrument it is for and the key it begins in, but it should modulate to the dominant at 
the end. 
 


